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SUBJECT: So on k a 

ot “LEE “HARVEY OSWALD, AKA. - VICTIM. s. 

  

An article appeared in “The Miami News" dated 1/29/64 ~~ 
which quoted a spokesman for the Students Revolutionary Directorate | 
(DRE) as stating that Jack Ruby flew from Mexico City to Havana, “cs 
Cuba, the Latter part of December, 1962, on a Mexicana de . ~~ 
Aviacion flight. He reportedly stayed in Havana until early 1963, mo 

-c>. The news article was written by Mary Louise7Wilkinson, a reporter ne 

“-- of "The Miami News." The Dallas Office suggested that Miami be ~*~" 

a _instructed to interview Wilkinson and request that she reveal her ~™ 

‘ ee sources in order that the allegation may be run out. Dallas also ~— 

sien Yequested Bureau authority to have a check made at Mexicana airlines 
- by the Legat Mexico City to determine if Ruby is listed as a 

- passenger on one of their flights to Cuba at any time during the 

pertinent period. Prez 

  

The DRE is an anti-Castro organization with headquarters 

- 4n the Miami area. The Miami Office has had frequent occasion ~~: 

to contact officials and members of the organization. On 2/5/64 

we received a similar allegation to the effect that Ruby visited -—- 

Cuba in late 1962 and early 1963 and that he traveled to Cuba 

_through Mexico. This information was received from Carlos. __. 

Bringuier, a delegate to the DRE in New Orleans. Miami is 

currently contacting their sources in the DRE to thoroughly run 
down this allegation. . . 
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When interviewed by Agents on 12/21/63, Ruby denied A 

that he had ever been in Mexico except for a brief trip across, 

_ the border at Juarez many years ago and he denied traveling 

' Cuba except on one occasion in 1959. His travel to Cuba in. 

1959 has been confirmed through other sources and through -. 

appropriate records. Our investigation tends to establish that 

-“\- Ruby was seen on a daily basis at the Carousel Club in Dallas --- ~ 

. duri “December, - 1962, and January, 1963. wel a al ee pote   
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Ea. . ‘Memorandum to Mr. Belmont | : 
2 oe ‘RE: JACK L. _RUBY, AKA, ----        

   

   

    se Wilkinson, reporter for “The Miami News," in an 
jos - e@£€fort to determine her source within the DRE for the information 

2 published by her that Ruby was in Cuba in late 1962 and early 
“a 1963. They will also be instructed to fully run out this “Ehoeoe 
x allegation through officials and sources within the DRE to--=-" ~~ 
+ positively establish \ whether or not there is any basis to the © 

allegation, . Cee 
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(2. Lead is being forwarded to Legat Mexico City ‘to 
"check out the allegation that Ruby traveled by Mexicana airline - 

.° rom Mexico City to Havana during the pertinent period. -   
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